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The Work of
Mabel C. Brady
Mrs. Mabel C. Brady ( MABEL HOAG
'90) occupies such a unique and pio
neering place in the roster of our dis
tinguished alumni, The Cortland Alum
ni brings to you this special feature
about her work.
A native of McGraw, N. Y., where
she still maintains a home, Mrs. Brady
spends most of her time during the
school year in New York City.

She

also has a remodeled schoolhouse near

Number 4

"My academic education and the be

"While teaching art in the New York

ginning of my art training were gotten

schools, I found myself in need of a

in the State Normal School in Cortland

sedative, something to soothe frazzled

N. Y., where I lived.

nerves and relax a tired body.

On graduating,

Know

I came to New York to teach and, while

ing the delight of handling clay, I

teaching, to prepare for what I hoped

looked about for a place to work With

for—an art career.

potter}'.

"Cooper Union, Pratt Institute, the

I found Greenwich House—

a large settlement house with a fine

Art League, Parsons School of Fine and

ceramic department.

Applied

1 worked there all of my spare time.

Arts, Columbia University,

For eight years

New York University and Hunter Col

During that time I was made one of the

lege have all given me a great deal,

art supervisors, appointed to a district

which, with many summers in Europe

of twenty-three schools with about

both for travel and study, constitutes

eight hundred teachers.

My modeling was done

Dryden, N. Y., about ten miles south

"For a year or more I struggled to

as a pastime, a leisure-time hobby,

west of Cortland, which she has con

put over 'Art', pitying the teachers

chiefly with private instructors.

with their manifold problems and sym

verted into a summer studio. It is sit
uated on a knoll, and is surrounded by
lovely old maples and

pines; Mrs.

Brady has named it "Esperdomo."
She is Chairman of the Department
of Ceramics at Haaren High School,

my training.

"Long before I had taken up pottery

pathizing deeply with what they called

I had become intensely interested in

their 'problem cases'.

the subject and had collected native

ment I carried with me into several

ware in Europe and northern Africa,

schools boxes of clay—trying out the

besides some extremely fine

so-called 'bad eggs' in pottery and mod

ceramics.

Chinese

eling. The almost insta'nt reaction to

Manhattan, (in the "Hell's Kitchen"
neighborhood).

While she talks now

and then of retiring, so that she may
travel extensively abroad, her enthusi
asm and love for her work carry her
along in her chosen vocation.

She is

an outstanding authority in the field
of ceramic art in the United States.

The Bulletin of

The American Ce

ramic Society for March, 1936, pub
lished a personal communication from
MABEL HOAG Brady, from which we

are privileged to quote.
"My training has been so varied, so
peculiar, so lacking in system that it is
extremely difficult to write about it,
for I flitted from place to place where I
could squeeze out just what was valu
able to me.

As an experi

Two Outstanding Pieces Done by
Pupils of Mabel C. Brady
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clay taught me something, and I went

work, and in 1933 I received an electric

teaching profession, and we are hon

from school to school saying 'Give your

kiln.

Potters' wheels and other neces

ored to record this all too brief and in

problem boys some clay and they will

sary equipment have been added grad

adequate statement of your service"

become lambs.' There is something in

ually.

Without equipment and with

The students in Mrs. Brady's classes

clay to high strung, mentally malad

all the difficulties, the work has been

at Haaren were established in one of

justed, misunderstood boys; they beam

a joy and a stimulation every minute.

three groups.

First: the talented boy

when they have created something. I,

"My students have been art major

whose greatest need is advice and guid

too, was learning something valuable.

students, problem cases, sight conser

ance in design and craftsmanship. The

4 heir efforts nearly always contained

vation and moral cases.

Second Group: boys who have a desire

some fine art quality, no matter how

five and a half years, not more than a

to create but who have a feeling of

dozen boys have been dropped at my

timidity about painting or drawing.

request or because they did not like

The work done by them is often lack

crudely modeled.
"For five years I begged various pro
gressive principals who stood for cre

the work.

ative expression to let me introduce

classes are filled

clay work, but—.

'elect' the work.

All the 'buts' I

In a period of

The work is growing; my
with students who

ing in high art quality but most inter
esting ideas are expressed.

Things

must tell a story or express an emotion.

heard! The expense and the displeas

"Haaren is the only high school of

Humor is encouraged and things ab

ure of the custodian if the floors were

fering a full four-year course in ceram

stract or conventional rather than nat

dirty were the most frequent excuses.

ics as a regular art subject (1936). The

uralism are stressed. The Third Group

I was working constantly at pottery

superintendents, even the most peda

is the most difficult but perhaps the

and modeling, more and more con

gogical, are impressed with the results

most interesting.

vinced that clay is the finest medium

other than art, while those in charge of

boys who have given trouble in the

art are convinced of its value.

study hall, in the classroom, or whose

for expression. At that time there was
no hope of introducing it into the lower
grades and junior high schools.

"My official position is Chairman of
the Department of Ceramics, Haaren

It consists of the

attitude toward other work is very in
different.

Each student is a separate

School; I am Instructor in Pottery,

problem, and often each student is

work if I could find a senior high school

College of the City of New York; In

many problems.

ever, much real talent has been dis

"I decided to give up supervisory
with a principal having enough vision

structor

to allow the work to be developed as it

Brooklyn Teachers' Institute; Exten

should be.

I found such a principal

in

Pottery

and

Modeling,

In this group, how

covered.

sion Instructor in Modeling, School

The informal manner in which the

in R. Wesley Burnham of Haaren High

Art League Class for Talented Child

class is conducted requires that each

School, a school which had recently

ren.

years, until October,

student respect the rights of others,

been remodeled. The Art Department

1935, I was the Director of Ceramic

and makes necessary great care in his

Chairman had selected a room and

Center.

own work. 1 he sense of responsibility

some modeling had been done the year

York Ceramic Society, Keramic So

is felt at once.

ciety, and Design Guild, and I exhibit

plastic clay is of great importance.

with these organizations."

The soothing, quieting, relaxing effect

before.
"In September, 1930, I went to
Haaren with high hopes, knowing the
understanding principal and very sym
pathetic art chairman who had intro
duced the work the previous year.
There was a room, desks, sink and a
box for clay—nothing else. It was for
me to prove the value.

Nothing but

dogged

carried

determination

me

through the first years.
"As I had hoped, the authorities
were convinced of the value of the

For five

I am a member of the New

*

*

*

In the forty-first Annual Report of
the Superintendent of Schools of the
City of New York, entitled " A LL THE

C HILDREN", a special article is devoted
to Mrs. Brady's work.

In the letter

accompanying a copy of the book sent
to Mrs. Brady, the then Superintend
ent of Schools, Mr. Harold G. Camp
bell, wrote her as follows: "You have
been true to the highest ideals of the

The effect of the cool,

is now recognized by nerve specialists
and those dealing with reconstruction
work in hospitals and clinics.
Many

of

the

students

in Mrs.

Brady's classes are emotionally high
strung, many have unpleasant and
disturbing home conditions; to some
there is almost a fight

for existence.

I he modeling period is one in which
they are carried into the realm of
imagination and for the time they are
content and happy.
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There are countless stories of human

and smoothed by hand alone. With a

interest growing out of Mrs. Brady's

lump of clay in his hands he had be

work. We have space for only two or

come absorbed, intelligent, civilized, a

three. One is of the boy who at 16 was

complete transformation from the un

a "moody, tippling little wastrel." Af

ruly boy he had been, when his pent-up

ter he had been expelled from his third

creative energy was allowed to flow in a

prep school, his father told him: "Go

steady and natural stream.

down to Haaren with the rest of the

And, too, the story of Enrico is in

riff-raff." He was put into the model

teresting.

ing class, and the first thing he said

Brady's class, he was known as a

When

he

entered

Mrs.

was: "I'm going to model a hussy."

trouble maker, an insurrectionist, dirty

"All right," said his teacher. "Every

in language and in person.

man to his taste."

Mrs. Brady placed him under the tute

For a week his re

Wisely,

bellious fingers poked at the clay, tilt

lage of a pretty girl from a nice home,

ing the nose, giving a twist to the lips

one already advanced in modeling. En

of the "hussy". He put a rakish flower

rico almost at once became "dirt con
scious"; before a week was over he had
taken to soap and water. He combed
his hair; he brushed his shoes. By the
end of a month he was wearing a tie.
When seen at the studio, he was mod
eling a pony full of verve and endear
ing awkwardness, and disclosing con
siderable talent.

over one ear, and made a frowsy-look
ing bob on the head.

After those

first quick protesting days, his mood
softened a little and he worked more
slowly.

The

features

seemed to change.

of

the

head

He took off the

grin and removed the flower.

"That's

too serene for a hussy," the teacher
told him. "It's more like a Madonna."
"Yeah," said the boy.

"I might as

well give the old dame a halo."
He flung a piece of the damp clay
at the head, and strangely, it wreathed
itself like a halo.

That startled him.

He worked even more carefully for a
while, and then put it aside to dry for
a month. It dried out a pure white in
stead of the usual dirty gray; and it
came out of the baking a soft, fleshcolor pink.
"It certainly affected him," Mrs.
Brady said.

"It seemed almost like a

miracle and the boy reacted to it; he
came to feel he had done something to
Be proud of.

And, well, today he has

Bis own studio in Seattle, and teaches
art there."
Then there was Pat, a boy who
played

truant, flunked

his

exams,

turned on his teachers when repri
manded.

He had modeled a slender

Jar, beautifully proportioned, shaped

Mrs. Brady admits to a preference
for boys, in her classes; she says it
"seems the masculine thing to do."
One . former pupil, a Greek boy, she
rates as a genius; his name is Spero
Anargeros, and he is at present work

71
ing at Ridgefield, Conn., as assistant
to the famous sculptor Mahonri Young,
on the bronze memorial to be used for
the centennial celebration of the Mor
mons at Salt Lake City.
In June, 1940, Mrs. Brady received
a citation from Fiorello H. LaGuardia,
then Mayor of the City of New York.
It reads as follows:
Office of the Mayor—City of New
York. Know all men by these pres
ents, that I, Fiorello H. LaGuar
dia, Mayor of the City of New
\ork, do hereby cite for Distin
guished and Exceptional Public
Service MRS. MABEL C. BRADY,
whose able work with potentially
delinquent children has trans
formed them into good citizens
and whose imagination was re
sponsible for the introduction of
clay modeling and sculpture at
Haaren High School—have en
listed the heartfelt gratitude and
deep appreciation of the people of
the City of New York. In Wit
ness Whereof, I have hereunto set
my hand and caused the seal of
the City of New York to be affixed
this 17th Day of June, 1940.
Signed, F . L A G U A R D I A ,
Mayor.
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The Horace Mann
Sesquicentennial
Excerpts from an article by DR . A.
FRANKLIN ROSS '96, as published in the
November, 1946 issue of " The Social
Studies", and printed here by special
permission of Dr. Ross to " The Cortland
Alumni".

Horace Mann was born on May 4,
1796-—150 years ago. There is danger
that a great centennial may pass with
scent attention. Colonel Francis W.
Parker, an educational prophet in his
own right, maintained that there was
just one natural position for Horace
Mann in the list of the nation's immor
tals, namely, beside and in the com
pany of Washington and Lincoln. The
union was established and preserved
against the danger of disunion, but it
could not have survived without the
spiritual undergirding supplied by the
common school.
*

*

*

There is a natural instinct manifested
in the appetite for biography, which we
must turn to as educators in keeping
the contributions of our national
prophets of the past.
Why is biography so popular as a
form of literature? Is it not because the
reader feels that for the time being he
becomes a fellow traveler with the sub
ject of the biography on the highway
of life? Teachers, of all others, should
not be guilty of neglecting the virtues
of historical mindedness. We should
draw freely from the great fountains of
inspiration. For the American teacher
no fountain exceeds in potency the
bountiful outpouring of the mind and
spirit of Horace Mann.
*

*

*

Horace Mann was forty-one years
old when Governor Everett presented
to him the tough challenge to become
the first secretary of the new Massa
chusetts Board of Education. This is
the same Everett who delivered what
was intended to he the main address at
the dedication of the Gettysburg Cem
etery. Mann was president of the

Massachusett Senate when Governor
Everett asked him to take the new
office. Mann was a leader in the bril
liant company of the Massachusetts
bar. He had taken a leading part in
formulating the new educational law.
Why should anyone have the audacity
to ask him to desert a brilliant law
practice to perform a thankless job at
a penurious salary ? But Everett knew
that Mann was responsive to "The
Higher Law." Mann was not a school
master. True, he had spent two years
at his alma mater, Brown University,
after his graduation teaching Latin and
Greek, and doing it with his customary
brilliant success.
But the need of the hour was not for
a leader versed in educational philos
ophy and classroom techniques. The
call was for a dynamic leader who was
willing to spend and be spent in arous
ing an apathetic public to the crucial
demand for an education program that
would train all the citizen body in the
responsibilitiesof freemen in a republic.
The twelve reports of Mann as sec
retary of the Massachusetts Board
were read and treasured throughout
the country and throughout the world.
I"he fifth report written in 1841 is de
voted to what Mann called the "ac
quisitiveness" of man—the value of
education in term3 of bread and butter.
He makes plain the fact he considers
this level the lowest plain upon which
education can be viewed. He hoped,
however, that even on the lower plain
he might win some friends for the high
er purposes, the building of a citizenry
competent to be self-governing free
men.
On February 23, 1848, John Quincy
Adams, who had served in Congress
since retiring from the Presidency,
collapsed and died at his desk. No one
of small stature could be thought of to
fill the vacancy in the famous Dedham
district.
Instinctively eyes turned
toward Mann, and he was elected prac
tically unopposed.
Nearly a century has passed since
Mann laid down the mantle of the sec
retaryship and entered the halls of
Congress. In that century vast changes

have swept over the land. About the
beginning of that hundred years T B
Macaulay predicted that America
would be overwhelmed by an army of
barbarians, not from without her bor
ders but from within her borders. It j$
quite true that in the last hundred
years, Anglo-Saxon blood and spirit
have ceased to predominate in America. Relatively, the Anglo-Saxon race
is a vanishing race. In our larger
cities not more than five or ten per
cent of the population point back to
Anglo-Saxon lineage.
The changes in racial make-up and
the coming of a complicated industrial
life have changed completely the com
plexion of American life. But these
changes have not altered the innate
hungers of the human heart which re
main the same, whether in the time
of Pericles or of the present moment.
We have not outgrown the need of the
teachings of Horace Mann. The battle
against the caste system and against
public indifference of a hundred years
ago has changed to the battle against
insidious foes less easily discerned.
It may be true that we should aim
to have "one world". The lack of one
ness, however, is not so much geo
graphical as it is ideological. The idea
of a freemen's education as conceived
in Ancient Greece did not extend to in
clude more than half of the population
—one half being in a state of slavery.
A freeman's education in America
extends to all who have the appetite
for it but carries no guarantee to sup
ply appetite.
1 he same deep-seated contrast which
marked the temper and thought of the
Asiatic East in contrast with the Greek
or European West persists to the pres
ent day. That is why Asiatic Russia
cannot understand "the foolish Ameri
can system". The contrast is not con
fined to geographica' lines. Greece
sought to develop the individual free
man to the fullness of his inborn ca
pacity; free to see, free to judge, tree
to shape the world about him. ' ' !c
Asiatic East felt bound by a system "i
fate. The life of man was determine"
from without. Suffrage and referen-
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dum could have no part in the system
of fatalism.
The Greek idea o c a "liberal educa
tion", later to be suffused with the
Christian ethic, became the ideal of
western Europe. But the ideal has
never gone unchallenged, even in the
home of its friends. The American col
onies were peopled by those who fled
from feudal restrictions, the caste sys
tem, and the suppression of religious
freedom. Divine right to rule and ab
solute government of all brands found
supporters in the state-supported uni
versities. Bluntchli set forth his elab
orate theory of the organic conception
of the state, in which the citizen lost
his identity as an individual. The
mold for the national philosophy was
set before the advent of Adolf Hitler.
There was something besides mere po
litical trickery that led Hitler to make
an alliance with Soviet Russia. There
was fundamental affinity in beliefs.
1 he political philosophy which dom
inates a state and its people must, of
necessity, set the pattern of education.
The liberal education which Horace
Mann stood for, laid chief emphasis on
the development of the personality of
the child—the making of a self-govern
ing freeman irrespective of economic
consequences. An American citizen
who surrenders completely his right of
free choice, free speech and free suf
frage to a labor union has already en
tered the portals of totalitarian gov
ernment.
No mess of potage can ever
compensate for selling such a birth
right. Roman citizens who clamored
for largesses of grain received the gift
but lost their moral fiber and ceased to
be freemen.
Industrialism with its complex prob
lems brought forth the remark: "Large
scale sinning is long distance sinning."
The sins were supposed to be perpetr
ated by the owner-management. Now
it turns out that the sinning may also
be perpetrated by the labor leader.
Is there an educational cure for indus
trial strife? Those who return to the
counsel of Horace Mann will answer:
"Yes." Mann spoke to a generation
which understood his language. Would

it not be well for the present generation
to take counsel anew? To quote again:
"We cannot drive our people up a dark
avenue, even if it be the right one; but
we must hang the starry lights of
knowledge about it, and show them
not only the directness of the course to
the goal of prosperity and honor, but
the beauty of the way that leads to it."
There can be no beauty or honor in
preaching class hatred or race hatred.
From pulpit and press and school there
should flow the cleansing stream of the
love of humanity. A beginning might
be made in the teacher-training insti
tutions. 1 he quality of instruction in
colleges, universities and normal train
ing institutions should be sharply
scrutinized to determine what kind of
water is pouring forth from the foun
tain sources.
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Austria when World War I broke out.
He returned to this country steerage
in a Dutch boat in September of 1914.
During 1914-1915, Dr. Stube was
pastor of the Hyde Park Church in
East Orange, N. J., and then he went
to India where he taught in the Ameri
can Arcot Mission High School for
two years. Upon his return from In
dia he taught in the Irvington, N. J.,
and South Orange high schools, prior
to coming to Cortland.
Dr. Stube is a member of the Binghamton Presbytery of the Presbyterian

Dr. Stube Retires
Dr. Charles F. Stube, head of the
Social Studies department at Cortland
State for the past 17 years, retired
from teaching on February 1, 1947.
In referring to Dr. Stube's years of
service at the college, President Donnal
V. Smith stated: "As a former profes
sor of history, I recognize the value of
Dr. Stube's contribution to the field of
education in general and to Cortland
State Teachers College in particular.
While we regret exceedingly his retire
ment, we are all happy that he is able
to devote full time to travel and study
after his long period of such fruitful
service."
Dr. Stube is a native of Fonda, N. Y.
He was graduated from Hamilton Col
lege with an A.B. degree in 1910. He
secured his M.A. degree at Hamilton
in 1913 and his Ph.D. in history and
sociology from New York University
in 1914. He also received his degree
as Bachelor of Divinity from Rutgers
University in 1914, prior to which he
had attended New Brunswick I heological Seminary. He has also studied
at Harvard, Cornell and Columbia.
Following his work for his doctorate,
he took a trip to Europe and was in

DR. STUBE

Church, and is instructor of the West
minster Bible Class of the First Pres
byterian Church in Cortland. He is a
member of Cortland Lodge 470, F &
AM; Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity
and Phi Beta Kappa, honorary scho
lastic fraternity. He is a former chair
man of the committee on Social Studies
curricula for New York State Teachers
Colleges.
Dr. Stube has one son, Edwin B.
Stube, an instructor in the Music De
partment at Williams College, and one
grandson, Richard Stube.
Dr. Stube and his wife (the former
Miss Grace Muse of the college fac
ulty) are now on a two-months' trip to
Mexico. When they return, he is plan-
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ning to do research, lecture and Bible
.class work. They will maintain their
residence in Cortland at 54 Graham
Avenue, as well as their summer place
at Pigeon Cove on Cape Ann, Mass.
As head of the Social Studies depart
ment in the college, Dr. Stube brought
to his classes a breadth of knowledge
acquired first-hand from his extensive
travels in Europe and in China, Japan
and India.

Campus Notes
Edward Holstein of Utica is instruc
tor in the Social Studies Department
at the college for the second semester
of this year, filling the vacancy caused
by the retirement of Dr. Charles F.
Stube, head of the department.
Mr. Elolstein is a graduate of Utica
Free Academy and Albany State
Teachers College and he served in the
Navy during the war, being discharged
with the rank of Lieutenant.
He
has recently been studying for his
Master's degree at Albany State. Fol
lowing his work here for this second
semester, Mr. Holstein plans to con
tinue his graduate studies at Yale
University.
*

*

*

The Quiz KIDS radio program con
ducted, last year, a contest for the
ideal teacher. In tabulating the an
swers received, it was found that the
first seven qualities which make for a
fine teacher are: 1, cooperation and
democracy; 2, kindliness; 3, patience;
4, teacher's wide interests; 5, appear
ance; 6, sense of fairness; and 7, sense
of humor.
*

*

*

Registration for the second semester
totalled 809.
*

*

*

The wrestling squad at C.S.T.C. has
already recorded eight straight wins,
and is regularly strengthening its claim
as one of the best teams in the East.
To quote from The Hilltop Press: "I'm
telling you, there's no end to Cortland's
talent."

A quota of over 1,000 students at
Cortland State has been set for next
fall by the State Board of Regents.
At a special meeting recently held in
Albany, the state board gave Cortland
a quota of 250 freshmen to be admitted
in September, 1947, in the general edu
cation department and a quota of 150
physical education students. The ad
dition of these 400 freshmen to the
sophomore, junior and senior classes
which will be returning next fall will
make the total student body over
1,000 for the first time in the history
of the school.
To help provide instructional space
for the additional expected enrollment,
Dr. Smith is working for the approval
of the erection of three temporary
buildings on the college campus. They
will include two gymnasium buildings
and a classroom-laboratory building.
The Federal Emergency Housing Au
thority has issued a certificate of need
for the two gyms, which were used at
Camp Shanks during the war. These
buildings are 88 by 124 feet. The
classroom-laboratory will contain fa
cilities for the additional faculty mem
bers who will be hired to handle the
increase in the enrollment.
*

*

*

According to Francis J. Moench,
Director of Training for Health and
Physical Education at C.S.T.C., his
office has already (as of Februarv 1)
received more requests for women
teachers of physical education for next
year than the number of senior women
in the department.
*

*

*

Veterans are already occupying sev
eral of the apartments in the Cortland
Housing project. The first unit con
tains two and three-room apartments,
and assignments have been made on
the basis of persons needing such size
accommodations, according to the
state standards. The next unit of the
project is expected to be all ready for
occupancy about March 1. To date,
70 applications have been received for
apartments in the project.

The School of
Practice Library
by MRS. FRANCES BAYS
Through the years there have been
several Assistant College Librarians
who have left their individual marks
on what is now our School of Practice
Library. The best authority on what
each of these individuals has accom
plished is Miss Marguerite Robinson,
College Librarian. To her we turned
for information on the early history
and development of library service to
the children in the training school.
Miss Robinson says:
"Our School of Practice Library, as
such, is only a little more than ten
years old! Back of that time the recre
ational and supplementary reading for
the children in the grades was provided
chiefly through classroom collections
of books. At the time this building
(the present administration building)
was opened, a portion of the insurance
money from the fire in the old building
was set aside for elementary school
library books. More than $5,000 was
spent on these collections, and a sec
tion of the Main Library was given
over to shelving some of the books that
could be used by the children in all of
the grades. Each room had a collection
of several hundred titles, and for ten
years these classroom collections served
as a substitute for an elementary
school library.
"It was in 1935 that one of the class
rooms on the second floor (one-halt
of the room now being used by the 6th
grade) was taken for a Library- for the
intermediate grades, 4th through 8th.
The classroom collections in these
grades, together with some general and
reference books purchased for the pur
pose, made up the bulk of this first
School of Practice Library. Since the
size of the room was inadequate, no
provision was made here for the y oung
est children, and the room collections
were left in the kindergarten and first
three grades.
"At this time Miss Dorothy Peck
(now Mrs. Charles Hedges) was the
Assistant Librarian in charge of the
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School of Practice Libraries, and Mr.
John Thorp was Principal of the upper
grades in the T raining School. It was
largely due to the efforts of these two
people that a room was provided and
this first children's library made to
function here in our elementary school
situation. Miss Peck introduced li
brary lessons for the five upper grades.
The start which she gave it during the
two years she was here was carried on
by Miss Esther Wiltsie, Assistant Li
brarian in charge of that library from
1937-40.

"In 1940 the School of Practice Li
brary was moved down to the first
floor, into the room on the northwest
corner—a room which up to that time
had been used as offices for four of the
faculty members. Although this room
was somewhat larger and afforded
more space for tables and chairs, still
no attempt was made to have the pri
mary grade children use the library."
In the Fall of 1944, library service
to children in the training school began
to assume a wider aspect and a more
beneficial one.
A room previously
used as a demonstration classroom and

located on the second floor, next to the
main library, was now made over into
Shelving was
a children's library.
built in along one solid wall and four
double-faced stacks were set up to
take the overflow 7 from the wall shelv
ing. Also, a partition was erected near
one end of the room to divide the room
into two sections, one for the inter
mediate grades and the other for the
primary grades. This was the first
time that the little children had been
included in actual library room plan
ning. The partition has double-faced
shelving five shelves high with over
size bulletin board space above. There
are three entrances to the primary sec
tion through this partition. \ he equip
ment for the intermediate grades was,
and is now, the same as was used in the
room on the first floor. Since furniture
for small children was unavailable at
the time the new room was opened, we
scouted the grade rooms and closets
for makeshifts to equip the primary
section. The result was two round
tables and two rectangular tables with
a total of twenty-six chairs, all painted
different colors!

During the school year of 1944-45,
the first year that the library was in
operation on the second floor, we sched
uled each grade in the training school
to one regular library period each week
plus as many more as the grade wished
to have when the library was not in
use. These library periods were placed
entirely in charge of the supervisors
and student teachers, since the pres
sure of work in the main library
would not permit the Assistant Librar
ian to give the same number of hours
to the library that had been given by
former librarians. A substantial book
budget was allowed this year and many
new books were added to the collection.
It might be said here that all books not
definitely meant for the children's use
were removed from the collection and
placed elsewhere. Up to this time much
of the material used by student teach
ers in locating information for their
own benefit was shelved in the Child
ren's Library. Books on how to teach
definite subjects were now moved out,
leaving only books that the children
would use and enjoy. Our total circu
lation for this year was 3521.
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The year following we operated in
the same way except that there seemed
to be more effort made on the part of
the student teacher toward more
worthwhile library progress. Definite
ideas were followed, instead of making
the library period merely a time to
select a book hurriedly and then return
to the classroom. Circulation this
year reached a high of 4634.

bility of painting the furniture in the
little children's section, so that it is
now all one color! This group also
completed a very beautiful and artistic
mural for the space directly over the
shelving which partitions the room.
Scenes from popular children's books
make up this mural: Heidi, Robinson
Crusoe, Little Women, and Robin
Hood.

During the summer of 1946 the
Children's Literature course was in
cluded in the curriculum and in the fall
was made a regular elective course for
General Education juniors and seniors.
This has had a very definite effect on
the School of Practice Library and its
use. The college students enrolled in
this course are assigned to direct the
library periods of the grades and many
different types of programs have been
carried out in the few short months
that this system has been in operation.
Storv-telling hours, appreciation hours
in which a definite theme is developed
by introducing various types of liter
ature bearing on that theme, book re
view periods during which the children
take over the responsibility of review
ing the books, and other programs
have been received enthusiastically
by the children and the supervisors.
If circulation records can again be used
to measure the children's interest in
reading, the total in June of this year
will be even higher than that of last
year since it is now over half that
year's total.
This time we feel that
circulation of books and direction of
learning and reading are more closely
connected, due to the efforts of the
students placed in charge of the pro
grams.

We feel that we are advancing more
and more in our aim to bring good li
brary service to the children in the
training school under conditions which
are not altogether desirable. The room
itself needs lower shelving, sturdier and
more comfortable furniture, and more
audio and visual aids to guarantee an
effective program of correlation be
tween the collection and grade studies
and interests. Most of all, we hope
that the future will bring about a
recognition of the great need for at
least a half-time librarian who can be
in attendance when the children need
her most. Until that time we hope
that between the college library staff
and the students and supervisors we
can keep the library working as suc
cessfully as it has during the past few
years.

Since the Children's Library does
not have a much needed librarian to
take complete charge of administra
tive details, routines, and library in
struction and to direct all other library
activities, it is encouraging to find
from time to time that other groups
in the college are interested in making
the library a more attractive and use
ful place. Last year the Senior Semi
nar group, under the direction of Dr.
Alice E. Pierce, assumed the responsi

The
Presideot's Letter
To our Alumni:
Cortland is in the midst of a deter
mined drive to recruit students for the
General Education program.

The en

tire nation is at last aroused to the
critical conditions in our public schools.
As a sure evidence of this recognition,
salaries for teachers are being increased
all over the country.

This will un

doubtedly serve to interest more and
more young people in embarking upon
a teaching career.

We are determined

to do all that is possible to help these
young people but in spite of our best
efforts, still greater endeavor must be
exercised in order to secure the best
individuals for each graduating class.
Next year, Cortland will have over
1,000 students in its enrolling classes.
In order to enable us to partially meet
this emergency, both state and federal
governments are proposing temporary
structures to be located on our campus.
Unfortunately, these will in all proba
bility contribute nothing to the beauty
of our surroundings.

It is a part of

the price, however, that we must pay

Registrar Named
For C. S. T. C.
Mrs. Annie Aikin of Syracuse, N. Y.,
has been hired as registrar for Cortland
State and will begin her duties at the
college on March 1. The new regis
trar will handle the supervision of the
school records. Applicants for the po
sition took a state civil service exami
nation last fall.
Mrs. Aikin has had extensive experi
ence in the field of registrar's work in
cluding four years as secretary in the
chemistry department at Syracuse Uni
versity, six years as registration secre
tary at Syracuse University and five
years' work in the registrar's office at
Syracuse. She has also been recorder
at the New York State College of For
estry at Syracuse.

for neglecting our important profession
for so long.

As soon as our new physi

cal education building, new library,
new power plant, new resident hall and
new social center are completed, these
temporary
down.

buildings will

be taken

But long before that time,

Cortland will be having a regular en
rollment of 1,500 students.
You, the Alumni, have an important
role to play.
teach.

Many of you no longer

In your role of respected citi

zens of your community, y*ou can tell
the story of Cortland to the young
people of your community.

Those of

you who are teaching can influence
young people in your classes to come
to Cortland.
DONNAL V. SMITH
President

I
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High Honor For
Two Cortland State
Soccer Men
Suess and May in All-Star
Championship Game
Charles May '48 of King Ferry,
N. Y., and Walter Suess '48 of Jamaica,
L. Is., were selected to play in the
North - South championship soccer
game played at the Sterling Oval, the
Bronx, on Saturday, December 14,
1946. During the week preceding the
game, Coach 1. Fred Holloway re
ceived a request from Thomas J.
Dent, soccer coach at Dartmouth Col
lege, to submit the names of two play
ers whom he considered outstanding in
the season's play. "I his was in con
formance with the plan of the U. S.
Intercollegiate Soccer Association to
sponsor an All-Star soccer game be
tween two representative teams com
posed of college players. Coach Holloway sent in the names of May and
Suess, and soon after received notifi
cation of their inclusion on the squad
for the all-star game.
Prior to the game, the two men were
guests at the United States Military
Academy at West Point, with the other
North Team squad members; practice
sessions were held at the Academy on
Thursday and Friday. The 23-man
squad represented all college soccer
teams in the Northeastern section of
the United States. Coach Dent was in
general charge of the All-Star game, and
was coach of the North Team as well.
The final score of the game was 1-0,
with All-South the victor. The New
York Times of December 15 com
mented: "
as tight a struggle afield
as could be desired; a battle that
stirred a chilled crowd of about 1,000.
*****The teams were evenly matched.
Their defense lines were alert and skill
ful. Professional observers, partial to
the short passing game of the North
against the open game of the South,
stressed the point that both squads
undoubtedly were affected by the con
ditions. Accustomed to playing on
turf, the teams found it hard to adjust

Photo by George Novak '4S

WALTER SUESS AND CHARLES MAY

their style to the barren ground of
Sterling Oval."
For Cortland State this year, both
Suess and May were mainstays on the
forward line of a team which won five
out of eight games, including triumphs
over Syracuse, Rochester and Cornell
University teams. May was the high
scorer on the college team this year,
collecting eight goals during the sea
son's play and scoring in every game
except with Colgate and Rochester.
Suess collected five goals during the
season, but was bothered with injuries
which kept him sidelined for part of
the season. He had the most powerful
kick of any of the Cortland forwards
and is an elusive dribbler who continu
ally fools opposing defenders.
The fact that Cortland State was
recognized as one of the teams to be
represented on the all-star squad is a
tribute to the organization and skill
of the local team, which has made
creditable records against some of the
best teams in intercollegiate soccer
circles in the East.

Asked to comment on this signal
honor, Coach Holloway said: "Those
alumni who played on the Cortland
Varsity soccer teams in previous years
and contributed high quality to our
past performances are in a very sub
stantial way responsible for the most
unusual honors that have come to our
college this year. I salute those former
Cortland soccer players who had
enough vision, courage, perseverance
and loyalty to believe in and contri
bute to the now demonstrated fact
that one can become big in a small
place.
"Although the North Team coach
permitted Suess to play a much longer
time in the game than he did May, I
consider May to be equally as good a
player as Suess. Both deserve much
credit for the high caliber of their sea
son's performance. All former soccer
players will know, however, that with
out the sterling contribution of the
other players on our team, our season
could not have been the success that
it was."
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Suess Named to All-America
Soccer Second Team
In announcing their choices for the
All-American First and Second Teams,
the National Soccer Coaches Associ
ation of America named Wally Suess
'48 of Cortland State as Outside Left
on the Second Team.
There were
only 16 colleges or universities repre
sented on the First Team, Second Team
and Honorable Mention selections,
and only 12 colleges or universities
represented in the First and Second
Teams. Considering the large number
of intercollegiate teams in the United
States, it is an outstanding honor for a
player from a college with such a small
number of male students to be included
in the All-American selections.

Unusual Opportunity for
Cortland State Soccer
Men in 1947
Next Fall each man on the Varsity
Soccer Squad will face an unprece
dented opportunity. It is the kind
that occurs once in a lifetime.
If the
soccer player displays unusual ability
in the scheduled intercollegiate games
he may be picked to play in the 1947
North-South All Star Game.
This
game will be one of the Official Olympic
Tryouts. Players considered outstand
ing by the viewing Olympic Soccer
Committee will almost certainly be
added to the 1948 United States
Olympic Soccer Team.
Additional opporunity is afforded
the Cortland players in that Mr. Jo
seph Barriskill, Chairman of the Olym
pic Soccer Committee of the United
States Olympic Association, has prom
ised Coach Holloway that he will send
a member of the Committee to ob
serve the ability of outstanding players
on the Cortland Team as demon
strated during one of the 1947 season
games.
This information was obtained by
Coach Holloway and Mr. George
Linck (who acted as college represen
tative) at the meetings of the National
Soccer Coaches Association and Inter-

SOCCER SQL AD — 1946
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Bottom Row: Collier, May, Gietz, Bodner, Stempek, Meissenzahl and Vertitis.
Second Row: Boland, Fricano, Young, Clark, DeBenedetto, Mahon and Brown.
Top Row: Coach Holloway, Sennett, Coccari, Sherman, Hubbard, Farrell, Ball, Hall and assistant
coach Roberts.
Absent: Suess, Farwell, Bantham, Yazak and Fennell.

Soccer—1946
Coach Fred Holloway's Cortland
State "Red Mule" soccer squad turned
in a creditable S won and 3 lost record
for the 1946 season.
The Mules opened up fast with a
11-0 win over Oswego State, but then
fell apart as they dropped a 9-2 de
cision
to
Springfield
College.
Coach Holloway's boys bounced back
to take three straight, topping Brockport 3-1, Syracuse 6-2, and Rochester
3-0. Colgate's "Red Raider" hooters
then stopped Cortland 3-0.
Following a 6-0 win over Cornell
University, the "Red Mules" dropped
a 2-1 decision to East Stroudsburg in
the season's closer.
Outstanding line play featuring some
slick pass-work was the team's main
asset all season, as they kept opposing
defensive players almost continually
on the move even if they did not score
many goals in a few of the contests.
Wally Suess, Marion Fricano and
Charlie May sparked the play of the
front wall, while Robert Brown and
Kas Stempek led the halfbacks and

collegiate Soccer Football Association
which were held in New York City Jan
uary 10th and 11th.

Gail Farwell and Otis Sennett paced
the full back line.
SEASON'S SOCCER RECORD

Cortland—11 Oswego Teachers—0
*Cortland- 2 Springfield College—9
Cortland— 3 Brockport Teachers—1
Cortland— 6 Syracuse University—2
Cortland— 3 Rochester Universitv-0
Cortland— 0 Colgate University—3
Cortland— 6_Cornell University— 0
Cortland— 1 East Stroudsburg
Teachers—2
*The Springfield College soccer team
has been named the outstanding col
lege soccer team in the United States
by the Intercollegiate Soccer-Football
Association.
Henry von Me chow '4Q
Athletic Publicity Director.

Football-1946
After starting out poorly with three
losses in their first four contests, Cort
land State Teachers College football
team snapped back to take the last
three and end the 1946 gridiron cam
paign with a record of four wins and
three losses.
I he Red Dragons swamped Bergen
in the season opener, 53-6, but then
fell prey to Mansfield 9-6, and dropped
to East Stroudsburg 25-6. Coach Carl
Davis then sent his charges against
Alfred University and although being
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beaten by the Saxons 20-12, they
turned in a very creditable perform
ance.
Cortland then took on St. Lawrence
for Homecoming Day, and turned in a
big surprise by downing the previously
undefeated Larries 14-13. This was
done mainly in a last minute rally
which saw the Dragons march 60
vards through the air on three passes
from Jim Mclntyre to Wally Schu
macher down to the 3-yard line. From
here, halfback Bob Westerman fum
bled over the goal line, and Lloyd
Baker recovered for the score, tying
the contest at 13 all. Then Hugh Jack
came in and split the uprights with his
second place kick conversion of the
contest to score the winning point.
Coach Davis and Company then rolled
up a 28-0 win over Hartwick, and
ended the season with a 14-12 defeat
of Springfield College.
This last
game's victory was also a last minute
affair, with "Lucky" Harding throwing
a 45-yard touchdown pass to Dutch
Craummer with only three minutes
remaining in the ball game, and Jack
converting twice for the win. Inci
dentally, the first Dragon score of this
game came as a last minute project,
also, when Harding tossed a 40-yard
aerial to Roy Mrozack as the half
ended.
Quarterbacks Jim Mclntyre and
Lucky Harding paced the Cortland
attack throughout the season as they
ran the Cortland "T"; Dutch Craum
mer led the scoring race with five
touchdowns, and Hugh Jack connected
for eight straight P.A. 1 's. Also out
standing in the backfield were Bob
Westerman, Charles Fuge, Ray Mro
zack, Dick Hawksley and Charley
'Red' Schalk.
Outstanding line play was the team's
main asset throughout the season,
paced by such boys as tackles britz
Mueller, Hugh Lipsius, and Stan
Krouse; guards Heinz Posch, Marcus
Martone and Joe Marcino; and centers
Paul Connor, Jack Kuckens and Austin
Hess. Wally Schumacher, Lloyd Ba
ker and Ed Kellman all turned in nice
jobs at the end posts.

Attention —
All Almnni
A Crisis
At a recent meeting of the Board of
Regents, action was taken to meet the
drastic shortage of general elementary
education students in our Teachers'
Colleges. A few years ago, Cortland's
student body was limited in size be
cause there were too many teachers.
Since that time, conditions have
changed. Today society is faced with
a teacher shortage that will become
increasingly acute during the next fewyears.
Cortland State is asked by the Board
of Regents to recruit 250 freshmen for
next fall. In view of the fact that we
admitted 85 freshmen in September of
1946, this task seems almost impossible.
Certainly, it is too big to be accom
plished by a teacher's college president
or faculty working alone. Once more,
therefore, we turn to the loyal alumni
of Cortland State Teachers College
for aid. Many of you are still teaching.
All of you live in communities with
high schools from which young people
will be graduated to enter college this
fall. This is an urgent appeal for you
to go out of your way to sell the Cort
land State Teachers College General
Elementary Education Program to
the high school seniors of your com
munity. In so doing, you will be ren
dering a service to your alma mater to
be sure, but of far greater significance
is the service you will render the people
of New York State by providing a more
adequate teacher supply.
THE SEASON'S FOOTBALL RECORD

Sept. 28: Bergen 6 at Cortland 53
Oct. 12: Cortland 6 at Mansfield 9
Oct. 19: East Stroudsburg 25 at
Cortland 6
Oct. 26: Cortland 12 at Alfred 20
Nov. 2: St. Lawrence 13 at
Cortland 14
Nov. 9: Hartwick 0 at Cortland 28
Nov. 16: Cortland 14 at Springfield 12
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There are many ways in which you
can make contact with high school stu
dents. 1 hose of you who teach see
many of them in the course of your
work. Won't you make it a point to
speak to the guidance counsellor, to
the senior class adviser or to your prin
cipal stating that you are prepared to
tell high school seniors about the pro
gram here at Cortland. Seek out high
school seniors and their parents. Tell
them of our program and what it has
to offer. Perhaps you can enlist the
aid of your local P'TA in the recruit
ment program.
At this moment the state legislature
is preparing legislation to increase
teachers' salaries on a permanent basis.
Every day principals are in the place
ment bureau offering beginning ele
mentary salaries of $2200 and over.
So far as salaries are concerned relief is
in sight BU T some one must point out
these facts to young people in our high
schools.
It will be very effective if, during the
next two months, the Cortland alumni
would become an organization deter
mined to recruit our quota of general
elementary education students. You
could do it. Your position in the com
munity and your general social and
professional influence would be of far
more significance to high school seniors
than a dozen printed pamphlets.
Won't you in this critical moment
come to the aid of the teaching profes
sion and your college?

Officers of Our
Alumni Associations
Cortland County:
President: Margaret Hughes '40 and
'43 (Mrs. Leo F. O'Donnell).
Vice-President: Robert Berry '40.
Secretary and Treasurer: Frances
Johnson '30 (Mrs. Joseph Herney)
Chemung County:
President: Beatrice Halm '33 (Mrs.
Charles Getman).
Vice-President: Anne Cascio '27
(Mrs. Anthony Malone).
Recording Secretarv: Edna Updyke
'38.
Corresponding Secretary: Susie Burdick '12 (Mrs. Leo Kingsley).
Treasurer: Susan Van Duzer '13.
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March

In Memoriam

by ADA M. JACKSON
I wish that I had been awake
When March swung down the hill,
To see his grass-green cloak, to hear
Him whistling, gay and shrill—
The robin saw him coming, and
The throstle and the hare
Looked up and knew whose great
hands set
Rocks tumbling in the air.
The slender bullace shook and broke
In stars as he drew nigh;
The gypsy gorse wore all her coins
Of gold Ss he went by;
The bright-eyed rabbits watched him
cleave
The milk-white mists of morn;
The willow for his sake put on
Thin veils of fire; the thorn
Burst to a silver flame; the lark
Flew up for love of him.
Young daffodils like candles flared;
Brown poplars, tall and slim,
Lit clear green tapers on the gray—
I wish that I had been
Astir with them to watch the fields
Take on their robes of green,
To see March, with a crocus like
A feather in his cap,
Lean down and toss the gift of Spring
Into the cold earth's lap.
—from the New York Herald Tribune.
The only crown I ask, dear Lord, to
wear
Is this—that I may help a little child.
I do not ask that I should ever stand
Among the wise, the worthy or the
great;
I only ask that softly hand in hand
A child and I may enter at Thy gate.
—Marion B. Craig

1887
IRMA PORT Cheney: wife of Rev.

Robert F. Cheney of Southborough,
Mass.; on November 9, 1946.

1889
ADELAIDE KENDALL (Mrs. Robert

S. Ross) of Schenectady, N. Y., at her
home, on November 24, 1946, after an
illness of three months. Mrs. Ross,
who was born at Ilion, was a descend
ant of the early Pilgrims, Andrew Ring
and Deborah Hopkins Ring. After her
graduation from Cortland Normal, she
taught at Ilion and at Springfield,
Mass., for ten years. In 1898 she mar
ried Mr. Ross, and they went to
Schenectady in 1913 to make their
home, Mr. Ross being general secre
tary of the YMCA there until 1921.
Mrs. Ross is survived by her hus
band; a daughter, Mrs. W. J. King,
wife of the director of Cornell's School
of Mechanical Engineering; and four
grandsons. Burial was made in Ilion,
N. Y. Mrs. Ross was a Life Member
of the Cortland Alumni Association.

1890
ELLA GARRITY (Mrs. David McCar
thy); in New York City on November
30, 1946, following a long illness. Mrs.
McCarthy, who was born in Cortland,
had been a member of the old Central
School faculty here for many years,
and was widely known to local resi
dents. Following her retirement, she
moved to New York City in 1939. She
is survived by one sister, Miss JULIA
GARRITY '89 of New York. Burial
was made in Cortland.

1894
JESSIE PEARNE WARD (Mrs. Ernest

Be sure to read
carefully
"Attention —
All Alumni"
On page 79.

P. Carr); in Walpole, New Hampshire,
on January 13, 1947. Although she
had suffered for several years from ar
thritis and consequent diseases, death
came suddenly as a result of a pulmo
nary embolism.

Jessie Pearne Ward was born in
Owego, N. Y., and spent the greater
part of her childhood in Candor, N. Y.

After her graduation from Cortland
Normal (with honors) she held teach
ing positions in New York state, in
cluding Gloversville and Binghamton,
and also in California. In 1902 she
married ERNEST P. CARR '94. She re
sided in several different Massachusetts
communities in which her husband was
principal or superintendent. For 30
years, from 1912 to 1942, she lived in
Marlboro, Mass., where Ernest Carr
was superintendent of schools. Dur
ing her residence there she took an
active part in the life of the commun
ity; she taught the Women's Bible
Class in the Methodist Church of
which she was a member; she was pres
ident of the L. O. Circle of the Tuesday
Club, and of the Mothers' Club.
Following her husband's retirement
in 1942, Mrs. Carr divided her time
between their camp at Belgrade Lakes,
Maine, and Florida, until Mr. Carr's
death in 1944. Since then she spent
her summers at camp, and much of the
rest of the time with her daughter in
Walpole.
She

is survived

by two

sisters,

FRANCES M. WARD '89 (Mrs. M. J.

Congdon) of Berkeley, Calif., and Mrs.
Robert Webb of Los Angeles, Calif.;
three children, Col. Ernest W. Carr,
U. S. Corps of Engineers, Washington,
D. C.; Mrs. Theron B. Thompson,
wife of the superintendent of schools
of Walpole District, New Hampshire;
and Alden J. Carr, member of the fac
ulty of the State Normal School, Lyn
don Center, Vermont. There are also
six grandchildren.
Her son, Mr. Alden Carr, writes of
her: "Although she was interested in
poetry, in nature, in art and in religion,
Jessie Ward Carr's greatest interest
was her family, to whom she gave of
herself in every way and by whom she
will ever be held in respect and affect
ion."
Mrs. Carr was a Life Member of the
Cortland Alumni Association.

1895
JESSE C. BELI . of Auburn, N. Y.; on
February 18, 1946, at St. Anthony's
Hospital, St. Petersburg, Florida, of
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coronary and cerebral thrombosis.
the fiftieth anniversary of his gradu
Born on a farm in the town of Wind
ation. I think he never had a happier
sor, N. Y., he was the son of William
day. During the years we lived in
gurt Bell and Edna Ellen Andrews
New York City, we frequently at
Bell. After completing the classical
tended the Cortland Normal Alumni
course at Cortland Normal he was
banquets there. Nothing interfered
graduated from New York University
with his going to the monthly meetings
with the degree of B.S. in Education.
of the Schoolmasters Club where the
He was principal of Cayuga Union
'Cortland Boys' reserved a table."
School and Union Springs High School,
1897
both in Cayuga County. In 1903, Mr.
R H E A C H A M P L I N of Bayside, Long
Bell entered the New York City School
Island; on November 27, 1946 at her
system. He taught in P. S. 53 and 145
home. A native of Cortland, Miss
in Brooklyn.
Quickly passing the
Champlin was the daughter of Riley
Board of Education's Civil Service Ex
and Annie Dolan Champlin, her father
amination for advancement,in Septem
having been a well-known attorney for
ber, 1914, he was appointed principal
many years in Cortland. Interment
to organize the new P.S. 176 in Brook
was in the Cortland Rural Cemetery.
lyn. He remained as principal of that
1918
school for twenty-four years, until his
H A Z E L H U L L (Mrs. Samuel A. Dob
retirement in 1938. His positive char
bins); in Chicago, 111., on November
acter and strong personality led to
25, 1946, of spinal cancer. Burial was
P.S. 176 being a well-organized school
at Memorial Park cemetery, Evanston,
in which character training, fine schol
arship, good discipline, excellent music, 111.
1940
real sportsmanship in athletics and
G E R T R U D E M. W A L K E R (Mrs. E . W .
loyalty to the school were outstanding
Hull) on January 15, 1947 at the Cort
factors.
land County Hospital, following a
Mr. Bell was a Mason, a member of
brief illness. Mrs. Hull was a native of
the New York City Schoolmasters
Chepachet,
N. Y. While at Cortland
Club, the New York City Principals
State, she was a member of the AgonAssociation, the Protestant Teachers
ian sorority, the A.C .E., and the Hill
Association, the New York State and
top Masquers. Recently she had been
the United State Teachers Associa
doing substitute teaching in Homer,
tions.
N. Y.
After his retirement in 1938, Mr.
She is survived by her husband and
Bell had varied interests and hobbies.
one sister, Miss Eilleen Walker of New
He drew the plans for and daily super
York City. Burial was made in the
vised the building of a home at 9 East
Cortland Rural Cemetery.
ern Parkway in Auburn, N. Y. 1 his
home and the yard and garden were
his pride and joy. He enjoyed golf and
hunting and kept up his piano playing
and other musical interests. His en
1887
thusiasm for and interest in games,
Former Governor N A T H A N L. M I L 
contract bridge, college and profes
L
E
R and Mrs. Miller (ELIZABETH DAVsional baseball and football was an
ERN '91) celebrated their fiftieth wed
other source of pleasure. He relived
ding anniversary on November 23,
his months of travel through his pro
1946. It was a quiet occasion, spent
jector and motion picture machines
in their apartment in New A ork city
given to him by the teachers of P.S.
with members of their family present.
1/6 in Brooklyn.
Mr. Miller, a native of Solon, N. Y.,
Mrs. Bell, who survives him, wrote
and the former Miss Davern of Mara
'n: "I attended with Mr. Bell the Cort
thon, NY 7 ., were married in Marathon.
land Alunni meeting in June, 1945,
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They have seven daughters, all married.
After his graduation from Cortland
Normal in 1887, Mr. Miller taught
school three years, then studied law,
and was admitted to the bar in 1893.
He served as Cortland Corporation
Counsel and School Commissioner, and
became Republican County Chairman.
His work in that post brought him to
the attention of the then Governor
Benjamin B. Odell who appointed him
to the vacant Comptroller's post in
1902 and to the Supreme Court in 1903.
He resigned from the bench in 1915
to practice law in Syracuse, explaining
that Mrs. Miller and his seven daugh
ters constituted eight valid reasons
why he needed more than his judicial
salary. In 1920 he went to the Repub
lican National Convention where he
nominated Herbert Hoover for the
presidential candidacy. Shortly after
this he was drafted as the Republican
candidate for governor, and Mr. Mil
ler's election gave Alfred E. Smith the
first defeat of a long political career.
An outstanding Republican all these
years, Mr. Miller has an enviable
and honored record as a public servant
and a counsel for many of the most
prominent corporations and groups of
the country. He has remained as a
political leader in the state throughout
the years, and is looked to by both
major political parties for assistance
in emergencies.
In recognition of their fiftieth anni
versary, Mr. and Mrs. Miller received
many messages of felicitation. Among
these was a cable of greetings from the
Pope, who conferred the Papal blessing
upon the former governor and his wife.

1895
Class Secretary:
Mrs. Mary Conway Shea
23 Rugby Ave.
Staten Island, 1, N. Y.

1896
Class Secretary:
Mrs. Evelyn Thomson Melvin
41 Magnolia Ave.
Floral Park, N. Y.
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{Editor s Note: At his fiftieth reunion
last June, Mr. ROBERT WELCH of
Brook field, N. Y., related several inter
esting items about "the old days." Your
editor wrote him recently, asking if he
would write a few notes for our Alumni
magazine, and the following came in, in
answer to that request.)
Memory reverts to the so-called
"gay 90s".
Just how it acquired the
name I never knew. This was during
the reign of Cleveland, when I was
taking the count after what looked
like eight years wasted in acquiring
a half section of Dakota land.
The country was in a state of stag
nation. We tried to keep spirits gay
by playing tiddly-winks, singing and
dancing to the tunes of "Annie
Rooney" and "Dan McGinty", and
consulting the dictionary for the mean
ing of "innocuous desuetude", "usu
fruct", and similar words which our
President did not pick up on the route
from New Jersey via the Hudson River
and packet boat on the Erie Canal to
Fayetteville, where his father took over
the pastorate of the Presbyterian
Church which my folks attended.
My debut at the Normal in '93 was
ushered in by an invitation to line up
against the football team which was
practicing on the '"flying-wedge". I
broke it up so successfully that they
put me in at center rush,—which
seemed illogical as I was one of the
lightest men on the team.
The men
on the team whom I remember were
LEWIS FRALICK '94 (deceased), RUFUS
E. CORLEW '94 (deceased), FRED B,
NILES '94 (D.D.S., now living in Binghamton), Hon. CLAYTON R. LUSK '95.
(LL. B., living in Cortland), HARRISON
C. GIVENS '97, (B .S., living in Natchi
toches, La.) and FLOYD B. MINER '93
(deceased). There, too, was HERBERT
KNIGHT '97 (deceased), known as "the
rugged individualist"—a questionable
virtue on the football field!
We won a game at Binghamton,
played across a baseball diamond
soggy from November rains. It was
FRALICK who kicked the goal from a
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different angle, giving us a two-point
lead.
In '95 our boys suffered defeat at the
hands of Oneonta at baseball. HARRY
A. O' DAY '95 (deceased) and Willcox
(?) took a "side-door Pullman" to see
the game and evidently did some brag
ging about our football team. As a
result we got a challenge to play a game
at Thanksgiving,—with evident inten
tion of annihilating us, as they had a
line of behemoths consisting in part of
Monroe, the former big Cortland po
liceman, and two giant policemen from
Sidney. We couldn't kick, as we were
playing Harry O'Day who happened
to be home from Syracuse where he
starred. His presence in the line prob
ably was a great factor in our record
win of 32-0!
On our way over, we had run into
trouble at Bainbridge. Wilcox, our
6 foot, 4 inch fullback, reached up
and grabbed a cloth sign stretched high
over the sidewalk, thinking he had a
rare souvenir. Before the "freight and
accommodation" could get away, sev
eral burly policemen held up the train
and threatened to run us all in. Some
of us, ignorant of what "Wilkie" had
done, put up a plea of not guilty, but
the sign came up as evidence and was
returned with some indemnity!
The fraternal feeling was high, and
we were accustomed to borrow clothes
and money, one from the other. I re
member CHARLIE DUGAN '98 (now Dr.
Charles B. Dugan) put his hand into
his pocket and handed me $10, one
time, spurning my offer to hand him
my watch as security. In our club we
had the three Davises: ROWLAND L.
(Hon. R. L. DAVIS '96 of Cortland,
former Associate Judge of the Supreme
Court), the versatile and magnetic one;
Ralph, his younger brother, and cousin
Julius ("Dab"), the rough and ready.
Also, there were A. D. WEEKS '96 (de
ceased) the classicist; ED SHEA '95, the
lanky one who took the classics in his
stride; his younger brother, beloved
JIM SHEA 96, whose memory is per
petuated in both oil and bronze at the
school in Syracuse over which he pre
sided after the lossof both legs; CHARLES

BRYANT '94, who taught in Ohio's in

dustrial centers and is spending his
declining years in a chateau nearby,
overlooking Brookfield. Too, there was
LUSK (Hon. CLAYTON R. LUSK '95),
the forceful speaker—which trait car
ried over into his success as a trial
lawyer; the GLEASONS, FRANK '96
and TOM '99, both deceased, (the latter
of whom I loved like a "very brither");
MERTON SANFORD '96, the M .D.; and
ERNEST ELLIOTT '98, who got his start
in journalism from the old Normal
News.
I might go on indefinitely, but, in
stead, will quote Professor Banta:
"Eeverv one of them did well." I
think Cortland was written across that
old Spartan's heart.
I never found a better quartet of
men than the fatherly Dr. Chenev;
Prof. Cornish, the perfect gentleman;
D. L. Bardwell, whose motto was,
"That man is blessed who does his
best, and leaves the rest; so do not
worry"; and Prof. Banta.
I had a tender feeling for Miss Hendrick (though she could be sarcastic!).
I remember that I first met her under
peculiar circumstances; it was on the
ferry from Jersey to New York City
where she was to be guest-of-honor at
the banquet at Hotel St. Denis. The
committee which was to have met her
on the Jersey side failed to connect, so
we went together from there on. The
ones in charge of the banquet offered
to reimburse me for hack hire. My
only expense was a five cent car fare.
1 he people in Cortland were the
most hospitable of any place I have
ever been. Mrs. R. D. Eddy did my
cooking for 50 cents per week! She
never tried to bask in the sunshine of
her ancestor, Captain Thompson Burdick, famous for getting across the
East River safely in the disastrous re
treat of W ashington's army from Long
Island.
I o us boys she was "sister
Jed".
Howard Gibbs and I lived in a house
on Port W 7 atson Street, hard-bv the
Normal. W T e let the latchstring hang
out and the boys took advantage of
our hospitality and dropped in at any
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time. We must have become boister
ous at times, as a couple of maiden
ladies who lived hard by got authority
to investigate us!
Another outstanding personality to
me, at least, was the Russian girl Anna
Caroline. Greater resolution than hers
never came to my attention; she
worked as a domestic and mastered
English, finally going through Cornell.

two, expecting the summons "Child,
Come Home", any time.
Fraternally yours,
ROBERT S. WELCH.

1900
A recent note to friends in Cortland
from M ARY K IRBY Nakamura from
Japan says tersely: "We've been
through much. We have lost school
and homes; have just returned from
the country." Mary went to Japan to
teach many years ago; her home ad
dress is given as being at Kamakura,
Japan, which is a fishing village and
tourist spot on the island of Hondo,
about twelve miles southwest of Yoko
hama. Kamakura is best known for
its colossal image of Buddha, cast in
bronze, which formerly brought sight
seers to the spot. Not too long ago
Mary's daughter Teruko was a student
at Wellesley College in Massachusetts,
and it is understood that, during the
war, she acted both as an interpreter
and a laboratory technician.

We also had a Russian who came for
the purpose of disseminating Communistic doctrine. He succeeded in getting
his lecturer here in the guise of starting
a hospital fund. I didn't go to the lec
ture, but those who did said it was
rank. I met him some time after, at
a so-called Social Science Club in
New York. He was dispensing Red
literature. George Francis Train was
there; I remember he said 90 percent
of their finances went for labor, the
other 10 per cent for commissions.
Emma Goldman, whose writings were
thought to have inspired Czolgosz to
shoot President McKinlev, was there,
1902
too;-—a more rabid bunch I've never
Married:
P
E
A
R
L E. PR I C E of Virgil,
met, all wanting to talk at once. They
N.
Y.,
and
Mr.
Stuart
E. Schwab of
were agreed on one point: "Money is
Jackson,
Mich.
I
he
ceremony
took
the root of all evil."
place December 15, 1946, at 2 o'clock
Most of my time was spent in north
in the Francis Street Evangelical
ern Westchester, except for two years
Church, Jackson, with Rev. C. S. Har
in Jersey. I went with the Engineers
rington officiating. The bride wore a
to Porto Rico, to avenge the sinking
street-length dress of wisteria-colored
of the Maine. We sailed on the City
velvet with matching hat, and a cor
of Chester, one of the first iron-clads,
sage of yellow rosebuds. Her attend
which our Commissioners found rot
ant, Mrs. Mabel Vunk of Virgil, wore
ting in English waters. They put a
a dark blue silk dress, a black hat, and
temporary shelter of rough boards on
a corsage of yellow rosebuds. Mr. G.
deck to accommodate 200 mules. The
C. Allen of Jackson acted as best man.
mules traveled first class, the officers
Dinner at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
second, the privates third! At times
Allen followed the ceremony, immedi
the condensers didn't distill the water
ate relatives being present.
For a
fast enough, but still the mules had
number of years, Mrs. Schwab taught
first call, and at times the boys were
in Groton, and for the last few years
buying water at 5 cents per glass.
has lived in Virgil, and Mr. Schwab
This finally put the ones running the
was connected with the postoffice in
condensers into the guard house.
Jackson, Mich., for several years. At
*
*
*
present they are making their home in
Hillsdale, Mich.
I married at 35 and have three child
1905
ren, nine grandchildren and one greatLI L L I A N M. TH O M P S O N : "From the
grand-child. My wife, eleven years
time of my graduation, I did contin
younger than I, passed on fourteen
years ago. I'm hanging on, at eighty- uous teaching until June, 1942, with
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the exception of two years, 1923-25,
during which I devoted myself to the
care of my mother during her last
years. In 1942 I finished my work in
South Otselic Central School, where I
had taught for twenty-five years. Dur
ing this time I witnessed the develop
ment of our school from a small high
school to a fine central system where I
taught high school English and seventh
and eighth grade art, and where I was
vice-principal for a number of years.
I am now a member of the Board of
Education of that same system.
"My present occupation is dairy
farming on my childhood home of 130
acres here in South Otselic, N. Y.;
it's a full time job."

1919
LU C I A SH E R W O O D (Mrs. R. Walter
Riehlman) is the wife of the new Con
gressman from the 36th Congressional
District of New York State. After her
graduation, she taught in both Philmont, N. Y., and in Tully, N. Y. where
the Riehlmans have made their home
prior to moving to Washington, D. C.,
last January. They have two children.
Mrs. Riehlman belongs to various or
ganizations; she is a member of Eastern
Star, Daughters of the Nile, White
Shrine, and Ladies of Rotary. She is
a Director of the Women's Auxiliary
of the Weiting-Johnson Memorial Hos
pital Board; a member of the Board of
T rustees of the Tully Library Associa
tion of which she was the first presi
dent, serving for ten years; and a mem
ber of the Tully Literary Club. She is
a Life Member of the Alumni Associa
tion of Cortland State.

1920
Class Secretary:
Mrs. Louisa Bolster Smith
Broadfield Road
Manlius, N. Y.

1921
Class Secretary:
Miss Camilla Kjenfield
9 Prospect Terrace
Cortland, N. Y.
*

*

*

A letter from MA R C E N A CA R T E R Mil
ler from Groton, N. Y., explains why
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she was unable to attend her class re
union last June. Just the week before,
her home was badly damaged by fire
and she was very busy trying to
straighten up after it.
1 he entire
house was damaged either by the fire
or by water, although most of the fur
niture and clothing were saved, except
what was in the attic.
Her son Don works for WHCU in
Ithaca; her daughter Marilyn was
graduated in June from high school and
hoped to enter C.B.I, in Syracuse this
February.

1923

Born: to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Allen
Y., a son and fourth child, in Novem
ber, 1946. He has been named Charles
Edward. Her other children are David,
14; John, 11, and Anne, 4.
*

staff member.

1933
DUDLEY HARE , connected with the

Rye Neck school system prior to his
service in the Navy, is now principal
of Quaker Ridge School.
*

*

*

Mrs. fames E. Turner ( LORRAINE
GARRETT ) sends in word that she has
just moved into her new home in North
Hollywood, California.
*

*

*

Born: to Mr. and Mrs. D. M. 1 obey
(ISABEL MARVIN ) of Victor, N. Y., a

(BETTY HAMMEKIN ) of Rochester, N.

*

stay on for three more months as a

*

A note from LOUISE LOCKWOOD
(Mrs. William Halstead, Jr.) from
Cato, N. Y., tells us that she taught
for five years near New York City, and
then was married. Her husband was a
florist; during the war he worked in a
defense plant, and now they are living
on a farm, where Louise raises chick
ens, in addition to being a housewife.
They have three sons, and she says
that her Normal education has been of
great value to her, as she has studied
right along with the boys, enjoying
doing it very much.

1928
ANNE M. O'MARA (Mrs. George
Clancy) has recently been appointed
to be a member of the Board of Edu
cation for the city schools of Cortland,
N. Y. She has two children, a son and
a daughter, both students at the local
high school.

1930
Word from ELIZABETH M. FINKE
tells us that she is a civilian again, as
she was separated from the army last
August. She decided to stay in physi
cal therapy work for a while at least,
and in October went down to Warm
Springs for a 3-months post-graduate
course in polio. Finding it a most
worthwhile experience, she plans to

daughter and third child, Anne Sin
clair Tobey; at Strong Memorial Hos
pital in Rochester, N. Y., on April
11, 1946.

1935

Through you, may I send Christmas
greetings and New Year wishes to our
many Cortland Alumni and friends?
Good luck to you all."

Class Secretary:
Miss Arlene Walter
15 Downer Street
Baldwinsville, N. Y.

*

1936
Class Secretaries:
G.E.—Mrs. Lillian Fagan Alvord
5 Mill Street
Cazenovia, N. Y.
P. E.—Mrs. Arlene Murch Birningham
Cazenovia, N. Y.
*

*

*

Born: to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Al
vord ( LILLIAN FAGAN ) of Cazenovia,
N. Y., a daughter and second child,
Stephanie Gay, in Syracuse, on De
cember 8, 1946.
*

*

*

THELMA VAN LONE (Mrs. Edward

Dolan) has taught ever since gradu
ation, and is now teaching a third
grade in Odessa Central School. She
was married in December, 1941, her
husband being mathematics teacher
in Odessa. He entered the army in
1942 and spent three years in service,
during which time l helma spent sum
mer vacations with him in St. Louis,
California and Colorado. Following
his discharge, he is again teaching in
Odessa.
*

*

land '36, I studied at New York Uni
versity and received my Master of
Arts degree there in 1939. I taught in
Harrisville, N. Y., where I married
Helene Letherland, St. Lawrence '39,
on Thanksgiving Day, 1939. I next
taught at Federalsburg, Maryland, for
two years, then at Shelter Island, N. Y.
for two more. I am now in my fourth
year of straight science teaching at
East Islip High School, which is near
my home town of Smithtown Branch,
Long Island. I left physical education
teaching after five years. During the
summers I have done different things,
tops of which was a summer school at
Cornell in 1944 and, last summer, a
45-day pleasure tour of the highspots
of the United States, with one day in
Mexico.

*

A letter to the class secretary from
ARTHUR KOZLIK says: "After Cort

*

*

A note from HAROLD MORGAN from
Waterville, N. Y., says that he had in
tended to be present for his 10th re
union last June,— in fact, had sent in
his reservation, but in May he came
down with rheumatic fever and was in
bed for nine weeks, and spent the en
tire summer recovering. He is back
on the job, now. "Morgie's" wife is
KATHRYN BURGETT '38, and they have
one son, seven years old.

1937
TENTH-YEAR REUNION CLASS

Class Secretary:
G. E.: Mrs. Frances Warner
Grogan
4 Evergreen Street
Cortland, N. \ .
Addresses needed:
Ackerman, Ruth
Albanese, Rose
Andrews, Roberta (Mrs. John De
Young)
Barrett, Annie Ellen (Mrs. Karl E.
Hope)
Bouab, Julie V. (Mrs. Samerara)
Brown, Mary Theresa
Byrne, Anna
Carter, Edward
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Cleveland, Mrs. Lucille B.
Cossaboon, Ruth Eleanor
Covert, Katherine (Mrs. Harold
Westgate)
Crain, Laura Frances (Mrs. William
French)
Crounse, Jessie (Mrs. Harry Rezzimini)
Daly, Catherine
Davis, Clarabelle (Mrs. Kenneth
Kintner)
DeShon, Virginia (Mrs. Geo. Mavwalt)
Dineen, Margaret L.
Dockstater, Edna (Mrs. Albert
Bush)
Freeman, Elizabeth
Gillet, John
Gingrich, Hazel (Mrs. Bennett)
Guhman, Walter Francis
Harris, Kendall
Havnes, Ellen G. (Mrs. Blendis)
Hollands, Carol M. (Mrs. Goss)
Jacobs, Alma
James, Dorothy
Jones, Helvn Marie (Mrs. R. C.
Warner)
Kenney, Martha (Mrs. Thos. Mor
rison)
Laxton, Mrs. Doris Fisher
Lessi, Victor E.
Lonergan, Thomas F.
Long, Rose (Mrs. Patrick Ryan)
Love, Jean (Mrs. John E. Wright)
MacLeod, Gladys (Mrs. Pallmeyer)
McKie, Louis D.
Meeker, Leta A. (Mrs. R. L. Stock
holm)
Miller, Barbara (Mrs. George D.
Mackey)
Miller, Paul
Mordus, Ann (Mrs. Edw. Dunn)
Murphy, Helen
Newton, Philip
Pendergast, Mary Catherine (Mrs.
Philip Robb)

Schuele, Hazel R.
Searles, Lucille Evelyn
Seeley, Loretta Margaret (Mrs. Martin)
Shulman, Jennie
Smith, Doris
Smith, Elizabeth P.
Stables, W. Thomas
Sutton, Constance B.
robin, Elizabeth
Vanderbilt, Ruth (Mrs. Glenn H.
Burdick)
Van Deusen, Jayne
Vojvoda, Ann
Wells, Irma (Mrs. Robert Gibson)
Wein, Eldora M. (Mrs. Nels Jacobson)
Wiquist, Howard Paul
Wood, Ellen
Zimmer, Russeline
*

*

*

MARGARET AUGST , who has recently
been teaching at Canandaigua, is now
studying at Cornell University.

1938
Latest word from GLADYS K. CHAAB
was to the effect that she was stationed
at Felton General Hospital, Fort Dix,
New Jersey, having attained the rank
of Captain in the WACs. She ex
pected to go overseas before too long.
1940

Class Secretaries
P. E.—Miss Grace R. Bryant
9256 - 246 St.
Bellrose, N. Y.
G. E.— Miss Emma Todd
233 Park Ave.
Williston, L. I.
*
*
*

Phillips, Leland
Pooler, Mary C.
Porter, Jeanette (Mrs. Wm. Drake)
Potter, Dorothy Elizabeth (Mrs.
Philip French)

DOROTHY LAMPMAN (Mrs. Norman
Roger Schwakopf) writes: "After grad
uating,! taught 5th grade for two years
in Johnson City. In June, 1942, I
was married and went to Brooklyn,
N.Y., to live. During this time I did
no public school teaching, but did do
religious teaching during the week. I
had a staff under me of six teachers and

Putman, Myra (Mrs. Smith)
Radney, Scyrintha
Russell, Florence (Mrs. Wm.
^ room an)

"On our return to Binghamton in
1944, my husband started to work for
International Business Machine Co.

C.

75 pupils.
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(I.B.M.) in their laboratory as a De
signer in Production Engineering. He
still works for them, but is now a first
class Designer. In October of 1944,
I started substitute teaching in the
Johnson City schools, and continued
doing so until February, 1946. having
worked in all grades, 1-9 inclusive. I
accepted a job of one term's duration
teaching 5th grade in the Abraham
Lincoln School in Johnson City.
"Last August 27, our baby arrived;
a boy, which we have named Norman
Roger, Jr. We have hopes of building
our own home in the near future at
Chenango Bridge, N. Y.
"While we were living in New York
City I took some Saturday courses at
N.Y.U., but have done no further work
toward a degree."
*

*

*

From MARIE BATTERMANN (Mrs. A.
R. Whitehill): "We bought our own
home here in the borough of Montvale,
New Jersey, about a mile from the
New York State boundary line.
The
first day of summer, Wendy Lee pre
sented herself as a sister to Ency Anne.
And a rascal she's been from the start;
an exact antithesis of her gentle sister.
We've finally gotten her on the road to
health, after six months.
"Of more interest to others may be
the fact that I have a new hobby,—one
which, I'm afraid, the third floor de
partment of C.S.T.C. won't under
stand—that of oil painting. Of ten
canvases completed since I started last
February, I have only four left to my
self. 1 he others have either been sold
or pressed upon unwitting relatives as
presents. I love it. And my husband
is just as pleased about it as I and never
once has laughed at me, but encour
ages me to work on though it means
safety pins in clothing and holes in
socks!
"Miss Ball and Mrs. Smith would
probably be interested in the play our
young married group gave recently. I
should have said "variety show". I
was one of the chorus dancers, and
composed, directed and danced in the
trio waltz which led the finale. It was
fun, but, oh boy, was I out of practice!
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I also received an encore for a little
monologue.
"Just recently I have been appointed
Directress of a church organization for
pre-school children and infants, called
"Guild of the Christ Child". It was
fun leading the little ones in Christmas
song.

"All in all, the year has been fun
and packed to the brim with home and
community functions. After the child
ren get a little older and we have a
phonograph, I'm thinking of giving
pre-school rhythm classes. I haven't
recovered from the shock of the lack
of rhythm in all those grade children
I taught.
"Remind everyone I'm only 15 miles
from the George Washington bridge,
if they are ever in New York."

1941
Class Secretary:
Mrs. Evelyn Bodin Kristiansen
449 Wolf's Lane
Pelham 65, N. Y.
*

*

*

DAVE PARSONS and his wife VERA
DUBARRY '42 are now living in Me

dina, N. Y., where Dave has been
teaching P. E. and Health in the Me
dina Senior-Junior High School since
last September. He received his M.A.
degree in June, 1946, from Columbia
University.
*

*

*

FRANK RATHBONE and Mary Hull
Rathbone, with little Leslie Ann, are
living in Mamaroneck, N. Y. Frank is
working for his master's degree in
Health and Physical Education at
Columbia University.

1942
FIFTH-YEAR REUNION CLASS
KATHERINE J. MCKENNA , daughter

of Mrs. Helena McKenna of Syracuse,
became the bride of Paul J. Dell-Olio,
son of Mrs. Joan Dell-Olio of Plainfield, N. J., in St. Mary's Church, Cort
land, on Saturday morning, December
28, 1946. Rev. Lawrence I. Horan,
pastor, performed the double ring cere
mony and read the nuptial mass before
a background of Christmas decora

tions. The attendants were the bride's
cousin, Mrs. Jane Capotosto of Binghamton and Frank J. Dell-Olio of
Plainfield, N. J., the bridegroom's

Norwich, on June 27, 1946. The pas
tor, Rev. Guy Festa, officiated at the
nuptial mass and performed the double
ring ceremony.

brother.

The bride, given in marriage by her
father, wore a gown of white slipper
satin with a veil of English tulle, and
with a long train; her jewelry was a
strand of pearls, and she carried a
bouquet of white roses and baby's
breath.

Escorted and given in marriage by
her brother, J. Thomas McKenna of
Syracuse, the bride was attired in a
gown of white satin with sweetheart
neckline, long sleeves and a train, with
veil. To complete her bridal ensemble
she wore a strand of pearls and carried
a shower bouquet of white chry.'anthemums, centered with an orchid. 1he
matron of honor wore a gown of gold
faille, and carried a bouquet of yellow
and white chrysanthemums.
Following the church ceremony, a
buffet luncheon was served at the home
of the bride's aunts, the Misses Harri
son of 5 Jewett Ave., Cortland. Dec
orations were white candles in silver
candlesticks and a three-tiered bride's
cake. After a wedding trip to Wash
ington and Virginia, the couple are at
home in Northport, L. I.
Mrs. Dell-Olio has been teaching
the fourth grade at Northport. The
bridegroom, recently returned from
four years of service with the United
States Coast Guard in the Philippines,
is now manager of the A & P Market,
Huntington, Long Island.
*

*

*

During the Christmas holidays, an
nouncement was made of the engage
ment of Miss Esther Gandolfo of New
York City and ALPHONSE LIQUORI of
Pearl River, N. Y. Miss Gandolfo is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Gandolgo of Boston.
While at Cortland State, Alphonse
was a member of Hilltop Masquers,
the Ski Club, Interfraternity Council,
and Delta Kappa; he played both var
sity football and varsity tennis, and
was Didascaleion Literary Editor.
No date has been announced for the
wedding.
*

MARY

*

ELIZABETH

*

MCLAUGHLIN,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. Harold
McLaughlin of Cazenovia, was mar
ried to Agatino Joseph Natoli of Nor
wich in St. Bartholomew's Church,

Mrs. Chester Weslowski ( WANDA
PIENKOWSKI ) of Solvay attended the

bride as her matron of honor. Her
gown was of pink marquisette; she
wore a shoulder-length veil and car
ried an arm bouquet of mixed garden
flowers.
Decorations at the church
were white gladioli.
Following the service a wedding
breakfast was served to the bridal
party 7 at Grand view Heights Country
Club.
Mrs. Natoli has been head of the de
partment of physical education for
girls at Norwich high school. Mr.
Natoli, a graduate of the New York
State Teachers College at Albany, is
a member of the faculty of the Nor
wich high school as instructor in math
ematics. They are living at 91 North
Broad Street, Norwich.
*

*

*

Married: at Trinity Mission, Jeffers,
Montana, on Tuesday, July 9, 1946,
Miss Betty Louise Rakeman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry E. Rakeman,
and Mr. PETER M. MAZULA . While
at C.S.T.C., Pete was a member ot
Beta Phi Epsilon; he captained both
varsity tennis and varsity soccer, was
on the gym team and the swimming
team, a member of the Co-No Press
and Alpha Beta, and was secretary of
his graduating class. Latest word tells
us they were at home in Ennis, Mon
tana.
*

*

*

FRANCES TAPPAN is now with the

National Foundation for Infantile
Paralysis, doing epidemic work with
polio cases, and has charge of that de
partment at Lutheran Hospital, Hot
Springs, South Dakota. She spent
last summer at the Mayo Clinic in

I
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Rochester, Minn., taking a refresher
course to obtain National Registry
membership. She hopes to have her
Master's degree next year.
*

*

*

Addresses needed:
Bellona, Rose Marie
Collins, Teresa Elizabeth
Ellis, Ruth Jeannette
Freeman, Elizabeth
Gosline, Mary Eleanor
Greci, Lucy R. (Mrs. Leonard Car
rier)
Helterline, Evelyn (Mrs. Gay Fos
ter)
Houghton, Roberta
Hurd, Earl N.
Jenkins, Eleanor Jane
Lutes, Phyllis Clock (Mrs.)
Mairs, Louis N.
Murphy, David E.
Phillips, Murray C.
Reagan, Buel F.
Riley, Mary Agnes
Vogt, Hanna L.
Walsh, Mary Ann
Watson, Donald
Weegar, Jean May (Mrs. Hokanson)
Wiesendanger, Ruth O.
Wilbur, Jane (Mrs. David A. Myers)
1943
Class Secretary:
Edith Cobane
Waterville, N. Y.
*

*

Following her graduation, WI N I 
FRED H OY (Mrs. Robert L. Barnes)
taught for one year in Richford, south
of Cortland. It was a 2-room school
and R ACHEL R YAN '36 occupied the
other room. She is now in Sydney,
N. Y. Wishing to be nearer home,
Winifred changed to Savannah High
School for the next two years. She
lived at home and commuted. She
was married to a "home town" boy
November 17, 1945, and stopped
teaching the following June.
She
writes: "Now I am doing substitute
teaching, tutoring an invalid child, and
being a housewife. We live in town
and run a farm in the country and it
keeps us busy, but we love it."
*
*
*
Engaged: LO U I S E KI R K P A T R I C K and
Richard O'Neil of Warwick, N. Y.
1944
Class Secretary:
Mrs. Dorothy Learn Ochsner
41 Prospect Terrace
Cortland, N. Y.
*

*

IR E N E SI L C O planned to start this
month (February, 1947) at the Uni
versity of Michigan, to obtain her
Master's degree.
*

*

*

*

*

VI R G I N I A GA N T E R T is teaching in a
private school in New York City
mornings, and taking courses in dance
at N.Y.U. in the afternoons. Besides
enjoying herself, she is getting credit
toward her master's degree.

The engagement of H. JE A N KN A P P ,
daughter of Mrs. R. E. Knapp of Syra
cuse to W. Edward Marsh of Paw*
*
*
tucket, R. I., was announced in Janu
ary. After her graduation from Cort
ME G HA A S E (Mrs. Richard Oliver)
land, Jean received her master's degree
is also taking additional study in New
from Texas State College for Women,
York City; her courses are at Colum
Denton, Texas. She is an instructor in
bia.
*
*
*
modern dance in the physical educa
tion department at Washington Uni > PH Y L L I S SM I T H (Mrs. Ray Pidlyversity, St. Louis, Mo.
pchak) is back in Johnson City with
her husband, and she is substituting
Mr. Marsh, a graduate of Wentworth Institute, Boston, Mass., re in the schools there.
cently returned after three years ser
vice in the navy as a chief petty officer.
He is an instructor of mechanical engi
neering at Wentworth Institute.
The wedding is planned for June.

*

*

*

MA R C I A HO L L I S T E R (Mrs. Richard
G. Ray) keeps herself occupied in the
new home she and Dick now own out
in Glendale, California.
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MA R T H A GA L L O W A Y Fluke is now
living in Syracuse, and teaching while
her husband attends Syracuse Univer
sity.
*

*

*

JA N E KI E L Y Sapinsky is living in
Long Branch, L. I., and is working in
New York City. Her husband, an
artist, is attending Pratt Institute for
his master's degree.
*

,*

*

NA T A L I E NO R T H is teaching in Ber
muda,

according to

a

letter

from

V IRGINIA J ONES (Mrs. M AURICE L.
P AGE '43). Natalie writes: "I've done
some work for the Department of Ed
ucation here during some of my vaca
tions. You see, the colored schools
have no trained Physical Ed teachers,
so I was asked to work with some of
the colored teachers and teach them
exercises, etc.
It's all elementary,
due to their lack of background, etc.,
but I enjoyed working with them and
found them a very cooperative, eager
bunch of women." Natalie would love
to hear from the "old gang"; her ad
dress is Grand Street, Hamilton, Ber
muda.
*

*

*

VI R G I N I A JO N E S PA G E is very busy
teaching girls, twice a week, while her
hubby teaches the boys the rest of the
week, in Westmoreland, N. Y. Maur
ice Jr., (known as "Ricky") likes the
set-up very much, and the experiment
in double teaching is working out very
well. They were attendants at the
recent holiday wedding of PEARL
CURTIS '46 and RICHARD SHEVALIER
'46, and says they were more than
happy to get back to Cortland. Mrs.
Page plans to attend summer school
this year.
*

*

#

AL I C E TH E I S is still teaching at Mayville, N. Y.; likes it immensely.
1945

SE C O N D - YE A R RE U N I O N CL A S S
Class Secretary:
Miss Dorothy Jorgensen
East Greenbush, N. Y.
*

*

*

Married: JO Y SP A U L D I N G , daughter
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of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Spaulding of
Marcellus, N. Y., and Robert Peter
Siersma of Holland, Mich. The cere
mony took place at the First Presby
terian Church in Marcellus on Decem
ber 28, 1946, with Rev. David H.
Weeks of Epiphany Episcopal Church
of Niagara Falls, an uncle of the bride,
officiating.

The bride chose a white faille gown
with a long train and fingertip veil;
she carried a shower bouquet of white
roses and bouvardia. Her sister, Mrs.
John H. Mulroy, was matron of honor,
and there were four bridesmaids, a
flowergirl and a ring bearer. 1 he at
tendants were attired in pastel colored
faille gowns, with shower bouquets of
snapdragons and matching braided
headpieces. Mr. Harold A. Siersma
was his brother's best man.
A wedding reception took place in
the church parlors before the couple
left for a wedding trip to Cooperstown.
They are making their home in Skaneateles, where Mrs. Siersma is a mem
ber of the faculty of Skaneateles High
School. Mr. Siersma attended Hope
College, and served 41 months in the
Army Air Force. He is with the New
York State workmen's compensation
board.
*

*

*

The engagement of MARILYN G.
TURNBULL , daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

G. Elliot Turnbull of Oneida, N. Y., to
Mr. Frank Wochinger of Flushing,
Queens, has been announced by her
parents. Marilyn is doing graduate
work at New York University, and she
is a member of the faculty at Davison
Avenue School in Lynbrook, Long
Island. Mr. Wochinger is a graduate
of Bayside High School and Queens
College and at present is completing
work for his master's degree at Brook
lyn Polytechnic Institute.
He is a
chemist with the New York State
Racing Commission Laboratory in
Jamaica, L. I. The wedding is plan
ned for early spring.
*

*

*

Items from a letter from the Class
Secretary:
CAROL KIRKPATRICK was married to

Dick Spooner on December 26th, in
Bellrose, L. I. Carol is on a Fellow
ship at St. Lawrence University, teach
ing, and studying for her Master's.
Dick is there, too, studying Political

MARY ALICE BAKER is working in
Watertown; she isn't teaching because
of an accident to her knee at the end
of summer school. In January, she
enjoyed (?) a case of mumps!

Science.
A son, Douglas Bnsbin was born in
November to
SHIRLEY and DOUG
BROWN .
They are now residing in
Germantown, where Doug is teaching.
Anyone having any suggestions as to
a nickname for the baby should write,
care of the above address.
Other babies of the class of '45—
PAT PATTERSON Hicks, and Eddy.
MARY F RAZEE FOUND , and "Tiger".
JESSIE HILLMAN Middleton, and

Frank.
SOPHIE FINCH , now teaching in
South Otselic, is engaged to George,
her hometown sweetheart.

I am teaching in East Greenbush
once again; (that's a direct invitation
to write me all the news). ALICE MULLER, ELEANOR WITTEMAN and MARY
MULLEN , all of the class of '46, are
here too; we're thinking of initiating
a Cortland Annex!
I have a new 1946 Chewy; I call her
"Gilda", from the picture of the same
name; (she's black and slinky!).
If you have changed your address,
please drop me a card, because a News
Letter will be out soon.
DOTTY JORGENSEN
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Class Secretaries:
G. E.—Miss Marguerite Pedrone
11 John Street
Binghamton, N. Y.
P. E.—Miss Elsa Jane Putman
West Winfield, N. Y.

A note from EDITH LANG says that
she is now a graduate student at Syra
cuse University and it is a wonderful
experience. Two days a week she does
supply teaching in the Syracuse
schools, thus keeping in touch with the
"feel" of teaching.

PEARL CURTIS SHEVALIER

A Christmas setting in the First
Presbyterian Church Chapel, Cort
land, N. Y., formed the background
for the 4 o'clock afternoon wedding on
December 21, 1946, of PEARL L. CUR
TIS , daughter of Roy H. Curtis of
Jamestown, N. Y., and RICHARD G.
SHEVALIER , son of Mrs. Mary Shevalier of Cortland. Dr. Ralph C. Lank
ier, pastor of the church, performed
the double ring ceremony and tra
ditional wedding music was played by
Miss Louise Jones, organist. Attend
ing the couple were MAURICE L. PAGE
'43 and Mrs. Page ( VIRGINIA JONES
'44), college classmates, of Westmore
land.
A wedding dinner was served imme
diately- following the ceremony, at the
Hotel Cortland, after which the couple
left on a short trip. Pearl is teaching
at Celeron, N. Y., and Dick is com
pleting work for his master's degree
at Columbia University. Pearl was a
member of Fri Sigma sorority, AAH
PER, Delta Psi Omega, ACE, Mas
quers; she was on the Hilltop Press
staff her first three years in college,
and was president of the graduating
class of 1946. Dick served three
years in the Army Air Corps, receiving
his discharge in January, 1945.
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seem to get a big bang out of every
thing. So far the girls of 5th and 6th
grades have had soccer, speedball,
hockey, volleyball and dancing. Next
will come stunts, tumbling, marching
and calisthenics. The boys have had
soccer, speedball, football (touch, nat
urally), softball, volleyball and now
basketball. There is a lot of interschool play on Long Island; it is really
swell.

RUTH ELMORE DANIELS

RUTH ELMORE, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Elmore of Georgetown,
N. Y., became the bride of Gordon
Daniels, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Daniels of Marathon, N. Y., on De
cember 23, 1946. The ceremony was
performed at 4:30 p. m. at the home
of the bridegroom's sister, Mrs. Earl
Fritts, Marathon, by Rev. Charles
Thompson of Colton, a cousin of Mr.
Daniels.
The attendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Fritts. Mrs. Daniels is athletic in
structor at the Groton high school.
Mr. Daniels is Town Superintendent
of Highways for Marathon; he is a
veteran of World War II.
The young couple are residing on
Front Street, Marathon.
*

*

*

From JEAN DAVIS: "Am teaching in
the elementary schools in East Rockaway, L. I., and I assist in the high
school with after-school sports, with
EILEEN MCCORD '45.
It keeps me
busy every minute, but it's interesting.
East

Rockaway

elementary

school

has not had a P. E. teacher in several
years, so I had to set up my own pro
gram and standards.

I can now re

port that everything is swell, and run
ning smoothly! I even managed to
put on a dance program in both my
schools;

almost

every

one

had

a

chance to be in some number and they
all seemed to enjoy it very much.
"The enthusiasm of the students . . .
really motivates your teaching; they

"We see DOROTHY TODD once in a
while; she's at Valley Stream, and is
buzzing around in a nice new car.
"I expect to start work for my M.A.
at Columbia this February, going in
once a week."
*

*

*

AILEEN RODA started work on her
Master's degree last summer, at St.
Lawrence University. She is located
at Oswego and likes it very much.
During the Christmas vacation, she
went up to Saranac Lake for some
skiing, and she is planning a trip to
the west for next summer.
*

*

*

DOROTHY TODD thoroughly enjoys
her work at Valley Stream, L. Island;
she is working with the Junior High
School there, and says she is kept
pretty busy with
the intramural
sports, winter activities, and the regu
lar program.
*

*

*

Married: Miss June Schantz of Marl
boro, N. Y. and CHARLES PATRICK of
Highland, N. Y. The ceremony took
place on Saturday afternoon, Decem
ber 28, 1946, at 4:30 o'clock in the
Methodist church of Highland. Rev.
Herbert Greenland performed the can
dlelight ceremony in a setting of ever
greens, poinsettas, holly and white
flowers.
Given in marriage by her father, Mr.
Cluett Schantz of Marlboro, the bride
wore an ivory gown styled with bustle
and train. A floral headpiece held her
finger-tip veil and she carried a white
prayer-book topped with orchids. 1 he
maid-of-honor was Miss Carolyn Wygant of Marlboro, who was gowned in
old rose with matching gloves; acces
sories were gold, and she carried a
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colonial bouquet of rainbow hues.
Tour bridesmaids were also in attend
ance, two wearing deep gold-colored
gowns, and two wearing royal blue.
James Patrick, Highland, was best
man for the bridegroom, and included
in the list of ushers was ARNOLD RIST,
January '47, and Fritz Mueller '48.
Following a reception at Ship Lan
tern Inn at Milton, N. Y., the couple
left for a trip to Lake Placid, and they
are residing at 19 Watkins Avenue,
Oneonta.
1 he bride attended Cornell Univer
sity prior to studying at Katherine
Gibbs school in New York. Following
her graduation she has been employed
as a secretary by the Hudson Valley
Pure Food Co., at Highland.
Preceding his enlistment when World
War II broke out, Mr. Patrick had
attended New Paltz College for a vear.
Upon entering the service, he was as
signed to a tank division. He enrolled
at Cortland State following his dis
charge. Since his graduation last June,
Charles has been assistant director of
athletics at Hartwick College, One
onta.
*

*

*

During the Christmas holidays, DOR
OTHY WOLFE, BARBARA ELDRIDGE,
FRANCES WIGHAM and others, with
Mr. Fay Welch of the College of For
estry, Syracuse University, went up to
Keene Valley in the Adirondacks for
skiing.
*

*

*

A letter to the Class Secretary from
DOTTY WAIT says that she is enjoying
her work at C. Fred Johnson School
(the Junior High) in Johnson City. She
finds that some of her 8th graders are
pretty good basketball players. Dotty
recently spent a week-end at Hamilton
with JOAN MCCAWLEY and BETTY
LUKENS.
*

*

*

Announcement has been made of
the engagement of RUTH HALLAS, now
teaching at Port Jervis, N. Y., to Bill
Esrich, lately discharged from the
Navy, and now at Duquesne Univer
sity, Pittsburgh.
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Cortland Standard Printing Co.

The Chocolate Shop

INCORPORATED

Lunches

Ice Cream

Business, Fraternity, and Publication

Candies

PRINTERS

TELEPHONE 2000

Corner Main and Tompkins Street

Cortland, N. Y.

"Always Glad to Serve You."

CORTLAND, N. Y.

SANDLER'S SPORTSTERS
WE HAVE

Quality

Service
General Line of

Fine Jewelry and Home A p p l iances

Hand Sewn Loafers
Angle Toe Sling
Bing Sherry Sling
Bing Sherry Loafers
Angle Toe Ghillie Tie
— by —

—SANDLER of Boston—

Optical Jewelers and Opticians

Radio Service

Sarvay Shoe Co.
Cortland, N. Y.

Stores in Cortland,
Elmira and Corning

Member of National Association of Teachers' Agencies

1947

Our Seventy-1 hird Year of Service to New York State College people.

May we be of even more

value to you in the future than we have been in the past.
Write now for registration forms.
We notify you only when we actually have the vacancy and recommend only as many candidates as
the Superintendent or Principal desires.

BARDEEN-UNION TEACHERS' AGENCY
205-206 Herald Building
332 South Warren Street
Syracuse 2, New York
Traveling Representative

OFFICES AIR-CONDITIONED FOR YOUR COMFORT!

Established 1874

FIRST NATIONAL SERVICE
Speaks for Itself

The best way for you to learn what
First National Bank service can mean in
your life is to try it. One demonstration
is worth more than one thousand words.
It is a fact that most of our new First
National customers come to us upon the
recommendation of old First National
customers.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK o f CORTLAND
CORTLAND, N. Y.
Corner Main and Central
"A good corner to bank on"

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
AND FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

